Agents face a coordination problem akin to the adoption of a network technology.
Beyond the example of direct subsidies, our approach is useful for the targeting of any type of intervention aimed at coordinating heterogeneous groups. For example, carefully describing the different payoff structures of domestic and foreign depositors, Philipp König and Tijmen Daniëls (2011) employ our methodology to show how to strike the right balance between holding international reserves and setting a term-interest structure on debt contracts, in order to decrease the likelihood of coordination on the bank-run equilibrium in emerging markets. We discuss further applications -including network goods and financial fragility -in Section 6, following the presentation of our results.
To illustrate the complexities of coordination problems, let us examine a stripped down, two-person version of our model. Two agents simultaneously decide whether to invest into a common risky project. The project succeeds if they both invest and fails otherwise. Not investing pays 0, investing costs c i and leads to a benefit b i > c i , but only if the project succeeds. The agents face a coordination problem as mutual investing or not investing both constitute an equilibrium.
Consider a policy maker who, in order to encourage coordination on investing, reduces the investment costs toc i < c i by publicly offering non-negative subsidies, s i = c i −c i , to investing players. To ensure that mutual investment become the unique equilibrium, she would have to make investing dominant for only one of the agents (the other agent would respond by voluntary investment). Therefore, the cost of such a policy would be the lower of the two investment costs. Often, this cost may be too high; a policy maker may lack the resources for such a "big push". 3 To be effective, such a weak policy maker needs to understand the finer mechanics of how the agents coordinate their actions. In particular, she needs to decipher how they form their beliefs about the actions of others -their strategic beliefs.
sharing percentage of anchors is also significantly lower than that of the other stores. This observation shows that the coordination game is played out not only at the location level but also at the continuing effort level.
As it is important for the mall that their loyal customers keep coming, it has to incentivize the department stores to put in an amount of effort which is commensurate with the externalities they generate. Our insights for subsidy targeting apply here equally. 3 The budgets of even the largest financial institutions, such as the IMF, are small compared to the volume of investment they hope to influence. The IMF thus can only engage in small, "catalytic finance" interventions, and the success of these depends on their impact on the beliefs of private investors. See To get a feeling for the complex effects of small subsidies, take the scheme that subsidizes Agent 1 only. While a small subsidy does not make investing dominant for her, it makes her more likely to invest. Indirectly, it makes Agent 2 more eager to invest as well, as he becomes more optimistic about Agent 1's investment. This further increases Agent 1's incentives to invest, etc. Though both equilibria -and hence strategic uncertainty -persist, intuitively, the chance that the agents coordinate on investment increases. But which agent should get the subsidy?
The impact of strategic uncertainty on the agents' behavior is well captured by the risk dominance criterion. Roughly speaking, the investing equilibrium is risk dominant if rationalizing investment does not require too much optimism from the players. 4 To introduce risk dominance in our example, define p * i =c i b i as the minimal probability Agent i needs to assign to her partner investing, so that she herself is willing to invest.
Interpreting 1 − p * i as a measure of Agent i's predisposition to invest (and p * i of not to), the average of the predispositions to invest has to exceed the average of the predispositions not to invest for coordination on investment to happen. Formally, mutual investment is the (weakly) risk dominant equilibrium if p * 1 + p * 2 ≤ 1. When the agents follow the risk dominance criterion, the policy maker's problem is to minimize subsidy expenditures, c 1 + c 2 −c 1 −c 2 , subject to p * 1 (c 1 ) + p * 2 (c 2 ) ≤ 1.
We call inequality (1) the belief constraint.
The unique optimal policy is simple and sensible. The subsidy is exclusively targeted at the agent who cares less about the success of the project: the one with the lower benefit parameter. 5 This scheme is intuitively attractive even without appealing to the risk dominance criterion. It directly motivates the agent who is relatively insensitive to her partner's action (and hence is more difficult to motivate indirectly), while her partner is motivated indirectly, by exploiting his sensitivity to the subsidized agent's action. 4 The criterion was proposed by John Harsanyi and Reinhart Selten (1988) , and it was later derived from evolutionary arguments by Michihiro Kandori, George Mailath and Rafael Rob (1993), from stability arguments in the perfect foresight model of Akihiko Matsui and Kiminori Matsuyama (1995) , and from infection arguments due to private information by Hans Carlsson and Eric van Damme (1993) . For ample experimental evidence that people tend to coordinate on risk dominant equilibria see Colin Camerer (2003) . 5 Suppose b 1 < b 2 . The necessary subsidy s 1 solves c1−s1 b1 + c2 b2 = 1. It is strictly less than the one needed for full implementation, which -as we have seen above -would be the lower of the two cost parameters.
In our main model we subscribe to Hans Carlsson and Eric van Damme's (1993) "global game" justification of the risk dominance criterion. The heart of their argument is that a small private noise in the observation of payoffs may lead to large strategic uncertainty.
Assume that the two agents receive correlated private real-valued signals, x i , and they invest if and only if their signals exceed their respective thresholds, x * i . The authors observe that, in the absence of prior information, the probabilities that the players who receive the threshold signals assign to their partner investing sum to one: 6
In words, an "opinion poll" of the two threshold types reveals no information -it assigns probability 1/2 to each of the two possible partner's actions. It turns out that, in a natural setup, this constraint on the threshold types' strategic beliefs implies that the agents choose the risk dominant actions.
Most economically relevant coordination problems involve many players. Thus, we consider a continuum of heterogeneous agents (making the standard risk dominance criterion not applicable). Success arises if the aggregate investment exceeds a critical mass. We generalize the risk dominance criterion: agents coordinate on investing if the success of the project does not require too large participation compared to the average predisposition to invest.
The policy recommendation generalizes as well: the expenditure minimizing planner should target subsidies at the agents (i) whose actions have large effect on the aggregate action, but (ii) whose own incentives are relatively insensitive to variations in the aggregate action.
We obtain this result in a global game setup in which the critical mass is uncertain but each player receives a nearly perfect private signal about it. The game has a unique equilibrium in which all players follow threshold strategies. Subsidies shift the equilibrium threshold signals towards more demanding projects and hence they increase the probability of coordination on investing.
As in the 2 × 2 setup of Carlsson and van Damme, we focus on the strategic beliefs of the threshold types. While these beliefs are quite complex, they turn out to satisfy a simple identity. We find that the average of the threshold types' strategic beliefs -captured as 6 The argument behind (2) is simple. With uninformative priors the posteriors can be rewritten as
. These two terms add to 1 for any atomless distribution of x 2 − x 1 . probability distributions over the aggregate action -is the uniform distribution. As before, an "opinion poll" among the threshold types reveals no information about the aggregate action.
The last property is a generalization of the belief constraints (1) and (2) for the interaction of many players. It holds independently of the error distributions or investment incentives.
Thanks to its robustness, the property holds in a large class of setups and allows us to characterize the coordination outcome and specify the optimal policy for a broad range of payoffs and information structures.
The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the related literature, we describe our model in Section 2. Section 3 characterizes the unique equilibrium in the limit of precise signals, and also discusses our main technical result: the belief constraint. In Section 4, we apply the characterization result to derive the optimal subsidy schemes. Section 5 discusses the intuition and implications of the optimal policies. Section 6 presents applications, together with alternative interventions. Finally, Section 7 concludes. In the main text we work with the simplest possible payoff functions; the proofs in the Appendix assume richer payoff structures, allowing for a larger modeling flexibility.
Related Literature
Compared to the Pigouvian planner, our rather weak and uninformed planner is less ambitious. Instead of trying to achieve the first best, she only aims to increase the incidence of investment. After all, she tackles a harder problem as she has to deal with the strategic uncertainty that our agents face. Within the contracting literature the seminal papers of Ilya Segal (1999, and do capture the planner's uncertainty about the coordination outcome, but still assume that the agents themselves do not face strategic uncertainty in equilibrium.
Shai Bernstein and Eyal Winter (2011) study subsidies inducing efficient coordination
in a complete information setting. Like Segal (2003) and unlike us, they focus on full implementation. They show that the optimal policy is to divide and conquer : a judiciously chosen subset of players is subsidized, so that they invest even if no one in the complement set invests. The rest of the players will then invest even if they are taxed to the level of indifference, as they can take for granted the investment of the subsidized players. Returning to our two-player example: i, who receives the subsidy c i , invests even if he assigns probability p * i = 0 to j investing, whereas j, who is taxed, invests only if she assigns probability p * 2 = 1 to i investing. Thus, as in our case, the planner ends up choosing schemes that satisfy the belief constraint p * 1 + p * 2 = 1, but she considers only corner solutions; (p * 1 , p * 2 ) = (0, 1) or (1, 0) . In contrast, our planner is constrained to choose schemes from a subset of the interior of the belief constraint.
As stated before, our paper belongs to the global game literature originated by Carlsson and van Damme (1993). The most commonly applied global game setup, reviewed in
Stephen Morris and Hyun Song Shin (2003) , consists of a symmetric game with strategic complementarities played by many players who share a common payoff function. 7 In the unique equilibrium every player follows the same threshold strategy. This greatly simplifies the analysis as the threshold type turns out to have no information about the aggregate action: she believes that the aggregate action is distributed uniformly. This property is a special case of our belief constraint when applied to a homogeneous population.
The analysis of global games with heterogeneous payoffs is harder. David Frankel, Morris and Ady Pauzner (2003) prove equilibrium uniqueness for a large class of these games.
Explicit solutions are only known for a few particular setups: 8 (Edmond, 2008) , and other coordination problems. 8 Some applied papers studying heterogeneous global games avoid the explicit solution and focus on comparative statics instead. See, for example, Itay Goldstein and Pauzner (2004) . 9 Guimaraes and Morris (2007) characterize equilibrium using a different technique from ours. Their proof exploits the simplicity of the binary payoff functions but incorporates continuous investment levels.
Our proof, based on the belief constraint, relies on a binary action space, but applies to a large set of payoffs. 
That is, the project succeeds if the aggregate action reaches the critical level 1 − θ. Here θ -the fundamental -measures how propitious the environment is for the success of the project. We follow the literature in that higher θ makes investment more attractive, as a lower aggregate action is sufficient for success. We normalize the utility from not investing to 0. 10
In many applications the outcome of the project is not binary as assumed in (3), rather it can result in various shades of success or failure. We extend our results to such payoff functions in the Appendix. 10 We can accommodate free-riding. If non-investors benefit b i and investors benefit b i from the success of the project then the function u i is interpreted as the difference between the payoff for investing and not
The population of players consists of G groups, indexed by g ∈ {1, . . . , G}, each of measure m g , with g m g = m. Within a given group g the members share the same values of parameters w g , c g , and b g . We normalize g w g m g = 1, so that the aggregate action varies between zero and one.
The players have private information about the critical level of investment, 1 − θ. (All other model parameters are publicly observed.) The explicit modeling of this fundamental uncertainty will allow us to describe the strategic uncertainty that the players face.
Each player i is endowed with a type, which comprises a pair of numbers (x i , g i ). The first number is a noisy private signal about the fundamental, x i = θ + ση i , where σ ∈ (0, 1] scales the random error η i . The second number labels the group to which player i belongs. The pair (η i , g i ) is a random variable that is i.i.d. across players, and independent of θ. The marginal probability, Pr(g i = g), equals the population share, mg m , of group g. The distribution function of the conditional error η i | (g i = g) is denoted by F g (·) with support [−1/2, 1/2].
Thus, players from different groups draw errors from (possibly) different distributions F g .
The associated densities, f g (·), are continuous. The players have no prior information about θ; it is uniformly distributed on [θ, θ], with θ < −σ/2 and θ > 1 + σ/2. 11 Thus, apart from neighborhoods of θ and θ, type (x, g) believes that θ is x − ση g where η g is drawn from F g .
Vice-versa, conditional on θ, the signal x of a player from group g is distributed according
Equilibrium and Strategic Uncertainty
In this section we characterize the unique equilibrium, at the limit where the players receive precise signals about the fundamental. We also explain how our model captures strategic uncertainty and, in Subsection 3.1, we state our main technical result: a characterization of the strategic beliefs. 11 The uniform prior is not too restrictive because -as Frankel, Morris and Pauzner (2003) show -any wellbehaved prior belief about θ becomes approximately uninformative when the private signals are sufficiently precise. Consequently, for small σ, our setup approximates one with a non-uniform prior. Therefore, we can also capture situations in which the planner's intervention is a reaction to a worsened prospect for the fundamental, as long as she does not have private information, and the private information of economic agents is precise compared to the public information.
θ,
coordination on investing coordination on not investing Figure 1 : An example of the equilibrium structure with three groups. Proposition 1. For each σ ∈ (0, 1], the studied game has a unique Bayes-Nash equilibrium in which each player follows a threshold strategy:
As σ → 0, all thresholds x * g converge to a common limit θ * , where
In short, as the noise vanishes, the players coordinate on investing whenever θ > θ * and on not investing whenever θ < θ * . This result is not driven by the particular payoff function.
It relies mainly on the usual global game properties of strategic complementarity and state monotonicity: u g (weakly) increases in a and θ. Indeed, in Appendix B we generalize Proposition 1 to a class of non-binary payoffs which vary with both the level of aggregate investment and the fundamental.
The structure of the unique equilibrium is depicted in Figure 1 . The threshold signals
x * g form a cluster of the scale of the typical error, σ. When the realized θ falls within a neighborhood of the cluster, the players miscoordinate their actions due to the errors in their private signals. When θ is sufficiently to the right of the cluster then all players i receive their signals x i above their thresholds x * g i and hence they coordinate on investing. When θ is sufficiently below the cluster, they coordinate on not investing. As the noise disappears, the cluster collapses to a point and there is no miscoordination.
The equilibrium is fully determined by the indifference conditions, E u g (a, θ)| x * g , g = 0, of the players who receive their group's threshold signal x * g . 12 To clarify how these expec- 12 The beliefs of the non-threshold types will not be needed in the analysis. If the threshold types satisfy the indifference conditions, then -as the incentive to invest is increasing in the signal -all other types prefer their action prescribed by the monotone strategy profile.
tations are formed, we now discuss the notion of strategic beliefs.
Conditional on the realization of θ, the measure of group g players with signals above x * g , and therefore investing, is
. Letting x * denote the vector of threshold signals, the aggregate action is the following function of θ:
The strategic belief of the threshold type of group g is the cumulative distribution function A g (a) of the conditional random variableâ (θ, x * ) | x * g , g : the probability that she assigns to the aggregate action being less than a.
The strategic beliefs depend, apart from the error distributions, only on the relative positions of the thresholds, defined as ∆ g =
To see this, recall that type (x * g , g) believes that θ = x * g − ση g with η g ∼ F g and hence we can rewrite (6) as:
where ∆ denotes the vector of ∆ g .
When the errors in the observations of θ are small, each player knows that θ is close to her signal, so fundamental uncertainty is negligible. Yet, strategic uncertainty is large even for precise signals. For any value of σ, the threshold types do not know how many of the players have observed their signals above or below their respective thresholds. As a result, they are uncertain about the aggregate action irrespective of the level of noise. Moreover, the strategic beliefs of the threshold types may substantially differ across the groups: the relative differences in the thresholds, which determine these beliefs, do not vanish in the limit. As σ → 0, the ratios
converge to some ∆ * g for each group. Note that ∆ 1 = 0 by definition. The remaining G variables, θ * and ∆ * 2 , . . . , ∆ * G , are the unique solution of the system of G limit indifference conditions 1 0 u g (a, θ * )dA g (a, ∆ * ) = 0, for all g.
Direct analysis of these equations would be difficult because the strategic beliefs (7) are complicated functions of the thresholds' relative positions as well as of the error distributions.
Instead, we solve for θ * indirectly, avoiding the full determination of strategic beliefs, using the result of the following section.
The Belief Constraint
Our equilibrium characterization is based on a generalization of the belief constraint discussed in the Introduction. Recall the normalization g w g m g = 1.
Lemma 1 (The Belief Constraint). The (weighted) average strategic belief is the uniform belief on [0, 1]:
The robustness of this tight interdependence between the strategic beliefs is remarkable: it holds independently of the threshold positions, of the error distributions, and even of the payoffs. Furthermore, it is not a limit result; it holds for any σ > 0.
The intuition behind the belief constraint can be partially gleaned from a simple example with two groups. Fix σ > 0 and assume that the threshold types of groups 1 and 2 are ordered as in Figure 2 ; x * 1 < x * 2 . Consider a player from group 1, who has received the threshold signal x * 1 . She is pessimistic about the investment from group 2, as she expects others to receive signals near her own signal, x * 1 , and hence below x * 2 . Conversely, the threshold type of group 2 will be optimistic about investment from group 1. The optimism of one group is compensated by the pessimism of the other. Moving the thresholds closer or further apart will have the opposite effect on the two strategic beliefs, keeping their average constant. The belief constraint states that such a relationship holds for any number of groups.
Beyond providing a shortcut to calculate the equilibrium, the belief constraint also leads to an important economic insight: it shows that we can treat optimism about the aggregate action as a virtual resource, which is available in a fixed amount and is distributed among the groups. If -as a consequence of a policy intervention -the strategic belief of one group becomes more optimistic, then -to comply with the constraint -the other groups' strategic beliefs must become more pessimistic on average. Our policy analysis below builds on this intuition. It is based on a construction in which the policy shifts strategic optimism between the threshold types of different groups.
Empowered by the belief constraint, the equilibrium characterization becomes immediate.
denote the probability that the critical type of group g assigns to the success of the project (we omit the second argument of A g for simplicity). The belief constraint has an important implication for the average of these beliefs:
because the (weighted) average of A g (a) is the uniform distribution. Additionally, each threshold type satisfies the indifference condition
The system of linear equations (9) and (10) has a unique solution with θ * as specified in (5).
The Planner's Problem
The specific problem faced by an external agent who wishes to influence the outcome of the coordination game can be diverse, as both her objectives and the resources and instruments available to her differ across applications. In order to focus our discussion, we set the specific objective of achieving a given ex ante probability of successful coordination at minimal cost, using investment subsidies. We examine the limiting case of σ → 0.
Consider a planner who publicly commits to pay subsidies s g ∈ [0, c g ] to all investing players. As a result, the effective cost of investing becomes c g − s g , and the critical state under the vector of subsidies s = (s g ) g becomes
We define the planner's problem as
subject to θ * * (s) = θ * , and s g ∈ [0, c g ] for all g.
The motivation behind (11) is as follows. The planner incurs expenditures g m g s g when the realized θ exceeds θ * and zero expenditures for states below θ * . 13 Thus, of all schemes s that implement θ * , the solution of (11) minimizes the planner's expenditures in all contingencies (apart from a vanishing neighborhood of the critical state).
Assume that the planner has chosen threshold θ * ∈ [0, θ * * (0)] so that there exists a feasible scheme implementing it. The following proposition characterizes the optimal subsidy scheme.
Re-labeling the groups in decreasing order of the ratios w g /b g (ruling out the non-generic case of ties) we have:
The planner targets subsidies on the groups with the largest w g /b g ratio:
There exists a unique g * such that the optimal scheme s * fully subsidizes groups g < g * , does not subsidize groups g > g * , and partially subsidizes group g * : s * g = c g for g < g * , s * g = 0 for g > g * , and s * g * ∈ [0, c g * ].
The information the planner needs to choose her optimal subsidy targets is low, as she need not even know the probability distribution of the player's private information.
Thanks to the characterization result in Proposition 1 the planner's problem reduces to the straightforward linear optimization problem (11) . The proof of Proposition 2 below highlights the role of the belief constraint, focusing on the optimal management of strategic uncertainty. The optimal policy intervention shifts strategic uncertainty from groups that are susceptible to it to the less susceptible groups. As the proof does not rely on the equilibrium characterization, it can be extended to a large payoff class which does not exhibit a closedform solution. The generalization in Appendix C confirms the basic insight: the optimal subsidy targets are agents who have high impact on the aggregate action but whose incentives are not too sensitive to it.
Proof of Proposition 2. We prove the claim by contradiction. Consider a scheme s implementing threshold θ * that differs in its structure from s * specified in the proposition. We find an alternative scheme, s ′ , that implements θ * with lower expenditures than s. Let us examine the strategic beliefs of the threshold types. The modified subsidies induce a change in the relative positions of the equilibrium thresholds and hence a change in the probabilities that the respective threshold types assign to success (from p g to p ′ g ). The threshold types satisfy indifference conditions under both schemes,
As the subsidies for groups g / ∈ {e, f } are not modified, only the success probabilities of groups e and f change. Putting this together with (the consequence of) the belief constraint (9), we obtain that the weighted change in success probability m f w f p ′ f − p f of group f is exactly offset by the change m e w e (p ′ e − p e ) for group e. Using the indifference conditions (10) again, we can relate these changes in success probabilities to the changes in subsidies:
As we be > By (5) , the identity and the received subsidy of the marginal group -the pair g * , s * g *is the unique solution of
The resulting expenditure function, g m g s * g (θ * ), specifies the possibility frontier of the planner. Her remaining task is to choose a pair (θ * , s * ) from this frontier, depending on how she trades off an increase in the ex ante probability of successful coordination against subsidy expenditures. We do not model this trade-off here. Instead, we briefly discuss a salient alternative to the planner's problem presented above.
As in the shopping mall example in the Introduction, planners may be able to crosssubsidize investments across different groups of investors. To illustrate this, we consider a planner who subsidizes and taxes investment under a balanced budget in order to maximize the probability of success. Formally, her problem becomes
Using the same techniques as above, it is straightforward to verify that the planner will fully subsidize groups with the highest wg bg ratios, fully tax groups with the lowest ratios, while she will partially change the investment incentives of a middle group, either taxing or subsidizing it.
Discussion
Proposition 2 singles out the optimal targets for intervention. More generally interpreted, the proposition answers the question in the title of the paper. It identifies the players who matter most in the coordination process, in the sense that the equilibrium outcome is more sensitive to a variation of their investment costs than to those of the other players. Let us discuss what makes players influential.
In accordance with common intuition, high weight w g , that is, high direct impact on the aggregate action, makes one influential. This suggests that economic sectors whose performance has large spillovers on the rest of the economy are natural targets of stimulus.
In the recent public debate, the argument for bailouts of the automobile and the banking industry was that keeping these running is essential for keeping the whole economy active. 14 Our result suggests that the above intuition should be refined: another feature that makes a group influential is low b g , that is, its relative insensitivity to aggregate economic activity. This suggests that the public debate should focus on an amended question. Are the spillovers of, say, the automobile sector imposed on the whole economy large relative to the sensitivity of the automobile sector to the performance of the whole economy? As the automobile sector is pro-cyclical, and hence quite sensitive to the state of the economy, the answer to the question is less than obvious.
14 Robert F. Brunner argues in the New York Times (October 13, 2008) why the financial as opposed to some other distressed sector needs to be bailed out: ". . . the spillover effects from the crisis in the financial system are so great, pulling down the rest of the economy in a way that no other industry can, so that the potential cost of not doing something like this is immense."
The high influence of insensitive players has external validity beyond the global game framework. Their influence is high because of the indirect rather than the direct effect of their subsidies. The size of the direct effect of the subsidy s g on the investment incentive b g p g − c g + s g is independent of b g . But, if the targeted players are the most insensitive onesthe ones with the lowest b g -then the unsubsidized players are, by construction, sensitive to the others' actions. These -untargeted -sensitive players are keen to invest in response to an increased investing activity of the targeted players. Thus, our targeting rule maximizes the indirect effect of the subsidies.
We also identify factors that do not affect a group's influence, among them the investment costs c g . It is tempting to target small subsidies on players with low c g /b g ratio; that is, on those for whom the investing is nearly dominant. However, such targeting is not generally optimal, as the untargeted agents may happen to be the ones with low sensitivity to the aggregate action and hence may be unimpressed by the increased investment activity of the subsidized agents.
Our model predicts that neither the group sizes m g are relevant for the targeting. Naturally, one dollar subsidy for each member of a large group has a larger impact on the economy than one dollar subsidy promised to members of a small group. But the first scheme implies higher expenditures for the planner than the latter, and these two effects perfectly cancel out. Thus, within our analysis, there is no reason to subsidize a large industry at the expense of smaller ones. 15 Finally, our model rejects the tempting conjecture that players with superior information about the fundamental exhibit larger influence on the coordination outcome. Both the equilibrium characterization and the optimal subsidy targeting are independent of the assumed error distributions, and a relative increase in the precision of a group's signals does not affect the influence of the group.
Selected Applications
There are a host of practical problems in which economic agents may coordinate on an inefficient equilibrium. A good understanding of how the heterogeneity of agents affects the best way in which to tackle these -our main contribution -is often particularly relevant.
In this section we provide a few representative examples in which our insights are useful.
Financial Fragility
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has long recognised that a one-size-fits-all approach to banking regulation is suboptimal. The Basel II (2004) accords introduced "microprudential" regulation, allowing for a bespoke (credit) risk evaluation of each financial intermediary, largely based on the composition of its outlays. A lesson reinforced in the recent financial crisis is that, especially to avoid systemic crises, regulation must also aim to keep solvent banks from failing due to liquidity problems, caused by the structure of their liabilities and the behavior of their creditors (refusing to roll over, withdrawing early, refusing to lend etc.); see, for example, Shin (2008, 2011) and Xavier Vives (2011).
Our technique can combine the heterogeneity of the liability structure now emphasized by practitioners -witness the Basel III (2011) accords -with the commonly used theoretical models of liquidity crises. Below we provide two examples that, though highly stylized, may help to inform debates about financial regulation.
Targeted Deposit Freeze
The recent paper of Huberto Ennis and Todd Keister (2009) discusses the practice of imperfect deposit freezes. As they illustrate with the 2001-2 Argentinian crisis, deposit freezes are often not absolute: e.g. courts may allow depositors with basic liquidity needs to withdraw. Discriminatory deposit freezes create a complex welfare dilemma: by allowing some withdrawals, the government increases the likelihood of a run in the first place, but once the run occurs the benevolent planner prefers to respect the liquidity needs of depositors. Our technique allows us to track how a discriminatory withdrawal policy affects the probability of a run, thus informing policy discussion. Consider the following, highly stylized, variation of our main model.
There are G groups of depositors of total measure 1, who all have deposited $1 at date 0 in a bank. At date 1, they may attempt to withdraw their money. A group g agent who attempts to withdraw succeeds with probability q g ∈ [0, 1], chosen ex ante by the regulator.
The groups differ in their need for liquidity: the utility gain from successful withdrawal is
Those who have not withdrawn -because either they have not tried or they have failed -are paid off at date 2. The date 2 payoff is R > 1 if the bank survives and 0 if it fails. The depositors vary in their outside investment opportunities and thus they have heterogeneous discount factors ρ g . We let b g = Rρ g > c g be the (date 1) present value payoff from keeping the deposit in the bank, if the bank survives. Finally, the bank survives if the volume of deposits kept in the bank after date 1 is at least 1 − θ. Using the belief constraint, we show in Appendix D that the resulting critical state is θ * = g m g q g cg bg .
Let us turn to the regulator's problem. She first decides what probability of bank failure she is willing to tolerate, effectively choosing θ * . If θ > θ * there will be no run. If θ < θ * all depositors will attempt to withdraw. The regulator, wishing to maximize the welfare gain from these withdrawals solves max (qg)g g m g q g c g , subject to
The solution confirms the intuition from our baseline planner's problem in Section 4.
Irrespective of their liquidity needs, c g , the regulator should allow withdrawal, q g = 1, for the groups who are least impatient, with the highest b g , while it should ban withdrawals, q g = 0, for the most impatient groups, with the lowest b g . As in the baseline case, the policy maximizes the indirect effects of the partial deposit freeze. By construction, the agents who are allowed to withdraw are sensitive to the aggregate action, and hence their incentive to roll over the deposit greatly increases with the withdrawal ban targeted on their peers. A naive policy that, in a hope to stop the avalanche of withdrawals, bans withdrawals of agents with high need for liquidity (high c g ) does not optimize the indirect effects of the regulation and leads to welfare losses.
Discriminatory Deposit Insurance
Though full deposit insurance would eliminate bank runs, in practice there are limits on the amount that can be credibly insured. 16 We modify our model to investigate a protocol that optimizes over a set of discriminatory deposit insurance schemes. Depositors from group g can withdraw their deposits c g early and receive payoff c g or withdraw late. Late payment is 0 if the bank fails and it is b g = c g (1 + r g ) if the bank does not fail. The bank fails if the total withdrawal exceeds θ. Notice that the setup is the special case of our baseline model with weights w g = c g . A planner provides investors with an insurance against the bank's failure. She commits to pay c g i g ∈ [0, c g ] to all continuing depositors from group g if the bank fails, which effectively changes cost parameters to c g − c g i g and benefit parameters to
The critical state under the policy becomes
Consider a planner commited to a marginal expenditure e deciding which group to target.
If she targets group g, providing insurance c g i g = e/m g to each member, then the critical state changes by approximately
For a realistic range of interest rate, r g ∈ [0, 1], the right hand side decreases in r g . Consequently, the planner, who minimizes θ * , prefers to insure the investors who are promised a high interest rate, irrespective of the size of their deposit.
Targeting the insurance on a group with high rg (1+rg) 2 is intuitive. Notice that
where p g = 1 1+rg again denotes the critical success probability that makes agent indifferent. We see the familiar effect that the optimal targets are the influential and insensitive players, the ones with high wg bg . The additional criterion -targeting agents with high 1 − p g -is also 16 Even with the recent rises due to the crisis the stated limits are restrictive, in Canada CA$100,000, in the US $250,000, in Euroland it varies between Euro 50,000 and 100,000, in the UK it is £50,000, in Mexico UDI400,000 ≈ $88,000. In a systemic crisis it is unlikely that the insurers would pay out even these amounts.
intuitive: threshold types with high 1 − p g assign high probability to receiving the payout, and thus are responsive to its promise.
Network Goods
Stephen Ryan and Catherine Tucker (2011) analyze the role of individual heterogeneity in the diffusion of a network technology. Using a detailed data set on the adoption of a new videoconferencing technology in a large investment bank, they estimate a structural model of technology adoption and use. They find that employees have significant heterogeneity in both adoption costs and network benefits. Based on their estimates, they evaluate counterfactual policies of exogenously seeding a group to adopt at the start. The difference across different targets is substantial: the best seeding performs nearly two-thirds better than the worst one.
Our model can be easily adapted to find the optimal seeding policy. Let m = (m 1 , m 2 , ..., m G ) be the measure of people who are "forced" to adopt in each group. Furthermore, assume that the planner internalizes proportion α of the investment costs of the employees who are compelled to adopt. Then for a given budget w the planner maximizing the adoption probability solves
leading to the familiar result that the seeded employees should be the ones with the highest wg bg . Financial markets are equally exposed to network externalities that lead to coordination problems, which can be alleviated by targeted policies. Estelle Cantillon and Pai-Ling Yin (2009, and 2011) document the fight between two financial exchanges, LIFFE and DTB, to attract traders in an important future on a long-term German government bond (the Bund). As traders benefit from liquidity, ceteris paribus they prefer to trade at the more popular market, making this a coordination problem. The authors demonstrate that there is significant diversity among traders' preference for liquidity, though they differ on other, "horizontal", characteristics affecting their choice of market as well. This heterogeneity was utilized by the competing platforms, who targeted various groups of traders with preferential treatments. We can complement these empirical findings by pointing out that -unlike their actual choice of market -the influence of traders is not affected by horizontal characteristics. Rather, the platforms should target their subsidies on those traders who substantially contribute to liquidity, but at the same time have only weak preference for it.
Conclusion
Our model suggests that a planner aiming to coordinate agents on high economic activity should subsidize the subset of agents who are relatively insensitive to the aggregate action.
Compared to uniform subsidies, targeted subsidies can be high, and thus can have large leverage, not only on the targeted agents, but also on the untargeted ones, who, by the choice of the targeting rule, are sensitive to the actions of others.
We formalize this intuition in a global game model with heterogeneous payoffs. The analysis focuses on the strategic beliefs, captured as the beliefs about aggregate action held by threshold types. We show that these beliefs are interrelated by a simple constraint: their average across all groups is the uniform belief.
The model emphasizes that subsidies cannot eliminate strategic uncertainty from the coordination process. There always remains a critical range of fundamentals within which players suffer from large strategic uncertainty. Though the critical range may be small, it is pivotal for the coordination outcome. The planner, unable to eliminate strategic uncertainty, should focus on its optimal management. This is reflected by our optimal subsidy targeting, which shifts strategic pessimism to those groups that are the least sensitive to the behavior of others, thus minimizing the adverse effects of strategic uncertainty.
Let us revisit the development example of the Introduction. The empirical analysis of government interventions that proved successful in giving the "big push" for development has identified two distinct families of policy. One of them is the "picking winners" approach, which allocates subsidies based on "economic criteria", like growth potential (see, for example, Dani Rodrik, 1995) . The other type of intervention is horizontal, it is not openly favoring a specific sector or industry, but it still has differential effects on different parts of the economy. A good example of this is an undervalued local currency, a factor that Rodrik Our subsidy targeting model can be directly applied to the "picking winners" scenario. It suggests that basing the subsidy mostly on the growth potential or the likelihood of localized success is a suboptimal policy. When there are important externalities, a government should make use of indirect incentives, where the subsidization of one industry mobilizes investment in another one. Counter-cyclical industries are appropriate subsidy targets as these are the ones who benefit relatively little from an overall increase in economic activity. Thus their subsidization has relatively large indirect impact on the untargeted, pro-cyclical industries.
Our model can be used to evaluate and compare horizontal policies as well. In the real exchange rate example of Rodrik (2008) , the policy clearly favors tradables versus nontradables. He argues that such a policy must have been successful, because tradables suffer disproportionately from market failures and institutional weaknesses. Our model suggests that it is unclear that tradables are the best target for (implicit) subsidies as, while it is more difficult/costly for them to get on the bandwagon, they also have higher potential benefits from it.
Let us conclude with a thought on coordinating on higher economic activity in a developed country. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 authorized the spending of $787 billion to jump start the US economy. A package of such magnitude has obviously had a visible impact, and it has created/saved many jobs (in the first quarter of 2011 more than 560,000 jobs were "Act funded", source: recovery.gov). Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the disbursement of grants, contracts, loans, tax credits and entitlements has been devolved to 28 different federal agencies. What are the chances that -amidst local political pressures favoring "fair" sharing -these agencies coordinated on prioritizing those who matter most in the coordination problem of recovery?
A The Proof of the Belief Constraint
This section derives our core technical observation that allows for the analysis of coordination in a heterogeneous population.
Before proving the belief constraint, we discuss its special case for a homogeneous population. Assume that the signal errors are independently, identically distributed across all players, who all use the same cutoff x * . Then the aggregate action is simplyâ (θ, x * ) =
Pr ( x i > x * | θ). The following property, driving characterization results in most global game applications, is our belief constraint applied to such a symmetric situation:
Laplacian Property (Morris and Shin, 2003) . In the symmetric setup, the player who receives the threshold signal x * believes that the aggregate action is distributed uniformly on
We will rephrase and prove the Laplacian property below in the context of the proof of the belief constraint.
The property has an intuitive explanation. We paraphrase Morris and Shin (2003) : The threshold type, x * , constitutes a boundary in between the investing and non-investing types.
She is uncertain about the realized proportions of types above and below the boundary.
These proportions are determined by the rank of her signal within the realized population of players' signals. The only information the threshold type receives is her own private signal, which is entirely uninformative about the rank of her signal and consequently about the aggregate action.
Our belief constraint establishes that the Laplacian property holds on average across the threshold types of the groups. Its proof consists of finding a virtual homogeneous problem in which the strategic belief (partially) characterizes the beliefs in the original heterogeneous problem. 17 Proof of Lemma 1 (the belief constraint). Let us define the mapping δ (x i , g i ) = x i − x * g i that reduces the two-dimensional type (x i , g i ) to a one-dimensional virtual signalx i = δ (x i , g i ).
The strategy
with the virtual thresholdx * set to 0. Recall thatâ (θ, x * ) denotes aggregate action and consider the conditional random variableâ(θ, x * )| (x i =x * ). It can be interpreted as a belief about the aggregate action of a player who knows that her virtual signal isx i =x * , but "forgot" her original type (x i , g i ).
The expression for the aggregate action (6) , restated here for convenience,
can be written asâ
where Pr ′ denotes the modified probability measure that assigns to the error-group pair (η, g) probability density w g m g f g (η) instead of the original measure Pr that assigns to (η, g)
density mg m f g (η). Using the definition of the virtual signal, the expression for the aggregate action can be rewritten asâ
All players use the same strategy with identical virtual threshold signalx * and all are identical at the ex ante stage. In this symmetric environment, no information about the aggregate action can be derived from the event that a player has received the threshold virtual signal:
Lemma 2 (Laplacian property, Morris and Shin, 2003) . The aggregate action is, conditional on the threshold virtual signal, uniformly distributed on [0, 1]:
See the proof below.
Finally, we relate the belief of the virtual threshold typex * to the beliefs of the original threshold types x * g , g . Due to the translation invariance of the information structure, g i |x i is independent ofx i and so the conditional probability equals the prior probability;
Pr ′ (g i = g|x i ) = w g m g . Thus, the virtual signal is entirely uninformative about player i's original group identity:
for all groups g.
As a result, the strategic belief of the virtual threshold type is the following compound lottery:
Hence, since the left hand side is distributed uniformly by Lemma 2, and recalling that the
, we obtain a = g w g m g A g (a).
Proof of Lemma 2 (based on Morris and Shin 2003). The virtual error defined asη
where η ig are random variables drawn from distributions F g , independent from θ and across i. Thereforeη i is i.i.d. across players, and also independent from θ. (The bias of the virtual signal, E [η i ] = 0, is not relevant for the argument.) LetF denote the distribution function ofη i . As F g is strictly increasing for each g,F is strictly increasing as well, and thus its inverse function is well defined. Below we show thatâ(θ) | (x i =x * ) is indeed uniformly distributed.
Proof of Lemma 3. We fix player i and omit her index. We write capital letter for a random variable, and small letter for its realization. To distinguish it from the number of groups G, we denote the random variable describing player i's group by G ′ .
Let (Θ, X, G ′ ) be a random variable describing the fundamental and the type of player i. The modified probability density of (Θ, X, G ′ ) is
where f g (·) is the density of η i | (g i = g).
The marginal probability density of (X, G ′ ) is
for all x ∈ [θ +σ/2, θ −σ/2]. The marginal probability density of the virtual signalx =
Finally, ifx satisfies (12) then
Notice thatx =x * = 0 satisfies (12) because thresholds x * g outside of [θ + σ/2, θ − σ/2] violate the indifference condition, as a player receiving such a signal knows that θ lies in a dominance region.
B Proof of Proposition 1
We prove Proposition 1 for a broader class of payoffs than those in the baseline specification of Section 2. We allow the payoffs for investing to be of the following form
Payoff for not investing is 0 as before. The information structure is unaltered.
We will divide the proof into three parts. Lemma 6 proves equilibrium existence and uniqueness, Lemma 7 establishes convergence of equilibrium as σ → 0, and Proposition 3 provides the characterization of the limit equilibrium. The lemmas are proved under an increasing set of assumptions specified below.
B.1 Preliminaries
We rescale the function of the aggregate action as follows:ã(ζ, ∆) = g w g m g (1 − F g (∆ g − ζ)); when x * g = x * 1 + σ∆ g and θ = x * 1 + σζ thenâ(θ, x * ) =ã(ζ, ∆). Functionã(ζ, ∆) is increasing in ζ wheneverã(ζ, ∆) ∈ (0, 1).
The strategic beliefs can be written as
For a ∈ (0, 1), we let ϑ(a, ∆) to be the inverse function toã(ζ, ∆) with respect to ζ. It is well defined and increasing in a becauseã(ζ, ∆) is increasing in ζ for the interior values of a(ζ, ∆). Proof of Lemma 4. Using (13), we can write A g (a, ∆) = 1−F g (∆ g −ϑ(a, ∆)). Differentiating ϑ(a, ∆) )
.
The last expression lies in 0, 1 wgmg because f g ′ (·) is non-negative for all g ′ and positive for some g ′ when 0 < a < 1. Finally, we introduce notation for the payoff expectation of the threshold type from group g:
u g (a, x 1 + σϑ(a, ∆))dA g (a, ∆).
Functions H σ g (x 1 , ∆) are well defined even for σ = 0 because the beliefs A g (a, ∆) are independent of σ.
B.2 Equilibrium Existence, Uniqueness, and Monotonicity
We prove equilibrium existence, uniqueness, and monotonicity under the following assumptions:
A0: u g (a, θ) is positive and u g (a, θ) is negative. Assumption A1 implies that the incentive to invest, u g (a, θ), is non-decreasing both in the aggregate action and in the fundamental. Assumptions A2 and A3 imply that each player strictly prefers to invest whenever she assigns probability exceeding p = c/b < 1 to success (that is, to a ≥ 1 − θ) and she prefers not to invest whenever she assigns probability less than p = c/b to success. Also, A2 and A3 imply that the functions u g are bounded. Notice that A0-3 are satisfied in the baseline setup.
We first establish that the system of indifference conditions does not have multiple solutions. This holds even when σ = 0, which will be useful in the analysis of the limit of the equilibria, as σ → 0. becausex 1 ≥ x ′ Lemma 5 implies equilibrium uniqueness within the class of monotone strategy profiles.
The next lemma establishes that non-monotone equilibria do not exist. The proof is based on a standard "infection" argument. Lemma 6. If A0-3 hold then the studied coordination game has a unique Bayes-Nash equilibrium in which each player follows a threshold strategy:
Proof of Lemma 6. By A2 and A3, a player strictly prefers to invest whenever she assigns probability higher than p to the success of the project. Hence investing is dominant for all
be the expected payoff for investing of type (x, g) against the monotone strategy profile with thresholds x * . U g (x, x * ) is non-decreasingin x, non-increasing in x * , and continuous. For k ≥ 0, define x k+1 g to be the unique solution of U g (x, x k ) = 0. The sequence is well defined: the solution exists and is unique because
x k ) is negative, U g is continuous and strictly increasing in x at the indifference point. Moreover, the sequence x k g is bounded from below by 0 + σF −1 g p .
By induction, the sequence x k g is non-increasing: Notice that x 1 g ≤ x 0 g . Suppose x k g ≤ x k−1 g for all g. Thenâ(θ, x k ) ≥â(θ, x k−1 ). Hence, U g x, x k ≥ U g x, x k−1 and the root of U g x, x k does not exceed the root of U g x, x k−1 .
Also by induction, investing is serially dominant for all types (x, g) with x > x k g , for any k. Assume the statement holds for k. Thenâ θ, x k is a lower bound on the aggregate action under any profile that survives k iterations of deletion of dominated strategies and hence, investing is serially dominant for all (x, g) with x exceeding the root of U g x, x k .
The non-increasing, bounded sequence x k g has a limit denoted by x g . For each k, U g x k+1 g , x k = 0 by the definition of the sequence. Function U g is continuous and hence the limit thresholds satisfy the indifference conditions: U g (x g , x) = 0 for all g.
By the symmetric argument, there exists a vector of thresholds x such that investing is serially dominated for all types (x, g) with x < x g , and x satisfies the indifference conditions, U g x g , x = 0. Lemma 5 establishes that there exists a unique x * satisfying the indifference conditions. Hence x = x = x * . When x * satisfies the indifference conditions then the threshold strategy profile defined by x * constitutes a Bayes-Nash equilibrium, because the incentive to invest, U g (x, x * ) is non-decreasing in x. No other equilibria exist because investing is serially dominant above, and serially dominated below the thresholds.
B.3 Equilibrium Convergence
We now establish equilibrium convergence as σ → 0 under assumptions A0-3 and one additional assumption:
A4: Functions u g (a, θ) and u g (a, θ) are Lipschitz continuous in θ.
Again, A0-4 are satisfied in the baseline setup with step-like payoffs.
Recall that ∆ 1 = 0 by definition so that ∆ can be identified with a (G − 1)-dimensional vector.
Lemma 7. As σ → 0, the thresholds, x * g (σ), of all groups converge to a common critical fundamental, θ * , while the relative positions of thresholds,
, converge to some ∆ * g , for each group. The G variables θ * and ∆ * 2 , . . . , ∆ * G are the unique solution of the system of G limit indifference conditions 1 0 u g (a, θ * )dA g (a, ∆ * ) = 0, for all g, where the strategic beliefs A g (a, ∆ * ) are defined by (7) .
Proof of Lemma 7. We first establish that (x * 1 (σ), ∆(σ)) lies in a compact set S, uniformly across all σ ∈ (0, 1]. All critical types x * g lie in σ/2-neighborhood of the critical fundamental θ * (σ); otherwise the critical type would know the outcome of the project and thus violate the indifference condition. Thus ∆ g ∈ [−1, 1] for all g. Finally, x * 1 (σ) is bounded as well; for all σ ∈ (0, 1], x * 1 (σ) ∈ σF −1 0 (p), 1 + σF −1 0 (p) ⊂ [−1/2, 3/2]. Next, we establish that, when σ is small, the indifference conditions, H σ g (x 1 , ∆) = 0, are well approximated by the limit conditions, H 0 g (x 1 , ∆) = 0. We prove that H σ g (x 1 , ∆) converges uniformly to H 0 g (x 1 , ∆) on R × [−1, 1] G−1 :
|H σ g (x 1 , ∆) − H 0 g (x 1 , ∆)| ≤ 1 0 |u g (a, x 1 + σϑ(a, ∆)) − u g (a, x 1 )| dA g (a, ∆).
We decompose the difference u g (a, x 1 + σϑ(a, ∆)) − u g (a, x 1 ) into two parts:
|u g (a, x 1 + σϑ(a, ∆)) − u g (a, x 1 )| ≤ c 1 σ, where c 1 is a positive constant, because u g is Lipschitz continuous and ϑ is bounded (as all thresholds lie in the σ/2-neighborhood of θ * (σ)); similarly for u g . Additionally, u g (a, x 1 + σϑ(a, ∆)) and u g (a, x 1 ) may differ because the events of success a ≥ 1 − (x 1 + σϑ(a, ∆)), and a ≥ 1 − x 1 , respectively, arise for different sets of a in the two cases. Denote by R(a, θ) the outcome function; R(a, θ) = 1 if a ≥ 1 − θ, and 0 otherwise.
1 0 |R(a, x 1 + σϑ(a, ∆)) − R(a, x 1 )| dA g (a, ∆) ≤ c 2 σ for some positive c 2 because the derivative of A g (a) is bounded by 1 wgmg from above and ϑ is bounded. Altogether |H σ g (x 1 , ∆) − H 0 g (x 1 , ∆)| ≤ (c 1 + c 2 b)σ. Let θ * and ∆ * denote the solution of the indifference conditions H 0 g (x 1 , ∆) = 0. Given any neighborhood N of (θ * , ∆ * ), function H 0 g (x 1 , ∆) is uniformly bounded from 0 by some ǫ on S \ N. Choosing σ such that H σ g (x 1 , ∆) − H 0 g (x 1 , ∆) < ǫ on S for all σ < σ, the system of equations H σ g (x 1 , ∆) = 0 has no solution outside of N.
B.4 Equilibrium Characterization
Finally, we characterize the critical state θ * in the limit, as σ → 0. We impose an additional assumption that restricts the extent of heterogeneity of investment incentives. It states that the incentive to invest varies with a homogeneously across the groups, up to a scale factor β(θ).
A5: There exists a function u(a, θ) and positive functions β g (θ), γ g (θ) such that u g (a, θ) = β g (θ)u(a, θ) − γ g (θ) for all groups g.
Proposition 3. If A0-5 hold then, for each σ, the coordination game has a unique Bayes-Nash equilibrium in which players use threshold strategies. As σ → 0 all thresholds x * g converge to a common limit θ * , which is the unique solution of 1 0 u(a, θ * )da = g w g m g γ g (θ * ) β g (θ * ) .
Proposition 1 in the main text is a special case of Proposition 3.
Proof of Proposition 3. Lemma 6 and 7 state that, as σ → 0, thresholds x * g (σ) converge to θ * that solves β g (θ * ) 1 0 u(a, θ * )dA g (a, ∆ * ) − γ g (θ * ) = 0, for all g. Rearranging, multiplying by w g m g , and summing through g gives 1 0 u(a, θ * )d g w g m g A g (a, ∆ * ) = g w g m g γ g (θ * ) β g (θ * ) .
This further simplifies into (18) because g w g m g A g (a, ∆ * ) = a by the belief constraint.
C Optimal Subsidy Scheme with General Payoffs
In Section 4, we solved the planner's problem for the simple step-like payoff functions of the baseline model. In this section we extend the solution to a setup with two groups and more general classes of payoffs.
Consider the payoff function as specified at the beginning of Appendix B. As in Section 4, the planner specifies subsidies s g ≥ 0, which change the payoff for investing from u g (a, θ)
to u g (a, θ) + s g . We focus on limited subsidies that do not make investing dominant: recall that u g is bounded from above by −c; the planner chooses subsidies s g ∈ [0, c). The planner chooses θ * so that there exists a feasible scheme s implementing θ * , and she solves the expenditure minimization problem (11) . is non-decreasing in a, and strictly increasing for some range of a. Then the optimal policy solving the problem (11) exclusively subsidizes group 1.
The proposition does not rely on the relatively restrictive assumption A5 and thus holds even beyond the class of payoffs for which we derived the explicit equilibrium characterization.
Proof of Proposition 4. We consider scheme (s 1 , s 2 ) with s 2 > 0 and find non-negative (s ′ 1 , s ′ 2 ) with s ′ 2 < s 2 implementing the same critical fundamental as (s 1 , s 2 ), but with lower expenditures, g m g s ′ g < g m g s g . The threshold types satisfy the indifference conditions under both schemes: Recall that p g = 1 − A g (1 − θ * ) is the success probability as evaluated by the critical type of group g. Thus g m g q g p g = g m g q g (1 − A g (1 − θ * )) = g m g q g − (1 − θ * ) + g m g (1 − q g ) = θ * .
As before, the indifference conditions imply that the success probabilities are p g = c g /b g .
Thus, the critical state is θ * = g m g q g cg bg .
